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VI. Do These Apply to You?

Going to Graduate School
－preparations and schedule for graduate school admission－

In recent years, more and more people are pursuing graduate studies in order to enhance their own 
expertise. Some enroll in graduate school immediately after graduating from an undergraduate program, 
others do so after having worked at a company for a while; the timing may vary, but surely there are 
many people who think about going to graduate school at some stage. At APU, around 10% of new 
graduates proceed to graduate school immediately each year. Here we provide a brief introduction to 
the matters to consider when planning graduate studies, as well as the preparations and schedules for 
admission.

1. Why go to graduate school?
One of the primary reasons that people decide to go to graduate school is to develop expertise and 
expand future job prospects. There are some jobs which are only open to people with a graduate degree 
such as researcher, university professor and United Nations employees. For people interested in jobs in 
these areas, graduate school is a stepping stone on the career path. On the other hand, those who gain 
employment in the private sector after completing their program may find, depending on what kind of 
research they undertook, that their graduate school qualifications are not highly evaluated. Such people 
may not enjoy a sufficient return on the significant investment they have made in tuition fees.

Advantages Disadvantages (points to note)

●   Can develop expertise in a field of choice
●   Quickest pathway to a career in research
●   Offers broader range of career options in the future (United 

Nations, international NGOs, etc.)
●   Outside Japan, graduate degrees can sometimes be a 

prerequisite for promotion to managerial positions

●   High tuition and living costs
●   Later entry to the workforce; can be a disadvantage in 

graduate employment
●   Stronger specialization can make career change more difficult
●   For MBA programs, work experience is often required for 

admission

2. Clarifying goals: What to study at graduate school
The first step when thinking about going to graduate school is to clarify your goals; in other words, 
what you want to study. In addition to the graduate school pathways that let you develop expertise 
progressively through Master’s and Doctoral programs, there are also professional graduate schools 
such as law schools and MBA programs. You need to think about what you want to get out of graduate 
studies, what area you want to work in, and what careers a Master’s or Doctoral degree might lead you 
to. Graduate studies take time and money, so clarify your goals and decide which option is best suited to 
your future plans. 

3. Three things to think about when making your decision
There are three important points you must consider when deciding whether or not to go to graduate 
school: financial capacity, language proficiency and GPA. It takes time to prepare for each of them, so if 
you’re planning to go on to graduate studies, you need to think about them at an early stage.

(1) Financial capacity
Graduate school costs money. If you are considering a graduate school outside Japan, you will need to 
cover not only tuition fees, but also travel and living expenses. Discuss your options with your family and 
research what scholarships might be available, to confirm that you are capable of meeting the financial 
burden of study right through to completion of your graduate degree.
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Country Item Rough annual costs (tuition + living expenses)

United  States

Private univ. tuition + living expenses ¥2,500,000 － ¥4,500,000

State univ. tuition + living expenses ¥1,100,000 － ¥2,500,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   550,000 － ¥   870,000

United Kingdom
National univ. tuition + living expenses ¥2,560,000 － ¥4,800,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   970,000 － ¥1,770,000

Canada

Private univ. tuition + living expenses ¥1,425,000 － ¥2,850,000

State univ. tuition + living expenses ¥1,045,000 － ¥2,375,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   550,000 － ¥   870,000

Australia

National univ. tuition + living expenses ¥1,890,000 － ¥3,150,000

Private univ. tuition + living expenses ¥3,150,000 － ¥4,050,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   850,000 － ¥1,570,000

Singapore
National univ. tuition + living expenses ¥2,400,000 － ¥4,800,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   500,000 － ¥   950,000

China
Private univ. tuition + living expenses ¥1,520,000 － ¥2,800,000

Other costs (airfare, insurance, etc.) ¥   400,000 － ¥   750,000

Japan
National univ. tuition ¥   540,000 － ¥   960,000

Private univ. tuition ¥   610,000 － ¥1,120,000

(Source: Graduate School Consulting, Ajia de MBA)
(2) Language proficiency (Japanese, English)
Language proficiency is a requirement for admission to graduate school. The level required varies 
depending on the country in which the graduate school is located, so please check early. The average 
period of study required to achieve the required score depends on the proficiency level to start with, but 
is said to be around 10 months for TOEFL®, and 4-5 months for GMAT. 
English language proficiency: TOEFL iBT® 79-104  /  IELTS 5.5-7.5  /  GMAT 630-700
Japanese language proficiency: Japanese Language Proficiency Test N1 or higher

(3) GPA
As graduate school involves specialized study, your grades at university are naturally an important 
consideration. A GPA of between 3.0 and 3.5 is required for admission to a top-class graduate school.

4. Graduate schools outside Japan
The admission process for graduate schools outside Japan is completely different from that for 
Japanese graduate schools, in that there is no entrance exam. In addition to imposing prerequisites such 
as TOEFL® and GMAT scores, applicants are subject to an integrated assessment of essays and other 
application documents to determine if they have the potential for success in the future.

(1) Decide what to specialize in at graduate school
You need to do proper research in advance as specialist programs vary across different universities.

(2) Work backwards to create an action plan based on application schedules
There are many requirements that need to be fulfilled at the time of application, and many of these must 
be achieved in a short space of time. It is therefore of the utmost importance that you plan a schedule 
working backwards from the application deadline.
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(3) Strategies for improving your score in tests such as TOEFL®, IELTS, GMAT, and GRE
● TOEFL®, IELTS, etc. 
Applicants submit these test scores to prove they have sufficient English language proficiency to pursue graduate 
studies abroad.
The scores required vary depending on the graduate school. Some graduate schools will grant conditional admission 
to applicants who have not attained the required scores, imposing conditions such as submission of scores by a certain 
date, or participation in an affiliated language program prior to commencing graduate studies. 

● GMAT, GRE, etc.
The GMAT (Graduate Management Admissions Test) comprises four sections: Analytical Writing Assessment, 
Integrated Reasoning, Quantitative/Math, and Verbal, assessing applicants’ proficiencies across a broad range of skills, 
including reading comprehension, writing, grammar, vocabulary and expression, and specialist knowledge. Candidates 
do not receive a pass/fail result, but rather a score out of 800. 
The GRE (Graduate Records Examination) is designed for American Bachelor degree holders, and is a prerequisite 
for admission to many graduate schools in the United States. Top-ranked graduate schools require the highest GRE 
scores. It is crucial to begin improving your language proficiency as early as possible in order to get such scores.

(4) Prepare essay, recommendation letters, and other application documents
Applicants are usually required to submit 2-3 recommendation letters. These are usually written by professors in your 
academic field, and should include comments on your achievements, attitude to studies, and prospects for success at 
graduate school. You will also need to submit an essay, which you must write with an awareness of the perspective of 
the admission staff who will read it. If you meet the requirements in regards to GPA and English proficiency test scores, 
the content of your essay and recommendation letters will play an important part in determining whether or not you are 
admitted.

Required application documents

● University grade transcript
● TOEFL iBT® or IELTS score
● GRE/GMAT score

● Resume
● Essay
● Recommendation letters

5. Useful links
Title URL

大学院に行こう！[Let’s Go to Graduate 
School!] http://www.daigakuin.ne.jp/

Web 大学、大学院展 [Online university / 
graduate school fair]   daigakuten.com http://www.daigakuten.com/

AGOS アゴス・ジャパン [AGOS Japan] https://www.agos.co.jp/

留 学 コ ン シ ェ ル ジ ュ [Study Abroad 
Concierge] beo http://www.beo.co.jp/

APU 卒業生インタビュー [APU Alumni 
Interview] ①  

http://www.apu.ac.jp/spa/modules/studentlife/
article/?contentid=194

APU 卒業生インタビュー [APU Alumni 
Interview] ②

http://www.apu.ac.jp/spa/modules/studentlife/
article/?contentid=200

JAPAN STUDY SUPPORT http://www.jpss.jp/ja/

NASPAA(FOR STUDENTS)
*Information on MPA, MPP http://www.naspaa.org/students/graduate/schsearch.asp

PPIA Program https://www.ppiaprogram.org/ppia/what-we-do/consortium/

6. Career Office Reference Room
The Reference Room in the Career Office has books on graduate school admissions, brochures from leading graduate 
schools in various locations, and scholarship information files. Please do make use of these resources.


